When I set out to write this book, over a decade ago, I began with the hypothesis that newly freed peoples’ experience of the right to marry had a “be careful what you wish for” lesson for today’s marriage equality movement. I expected that just as marriage revealed itself to be a supple and effective means by which racism could reproduce itself through the state licensure of intimate relationships, it would be equally up to the task of reproducing homophobic bias in the contemporary context. Despite significant victories in the courts and legislatures extending the right to marry to same-sex couples, homophobia, I conjectured, would have an afterlife that outlasted the exhilaration of the first fabulous gay weddings.

In some respects my hypothesis was correct. And in others I was wrong, as events on the ground outpaced my working hypothesis.

How was I right? There has indeed been a backlash against the overwhelming success of the marriage equality movement. While there have been great successes expanding marriage rights for same-sex couples in a number of jurisdictions, the voters in other states moved precipitously and preemptively to clarify different local norms by passing laws that limited marriage to one man and one woman. Explicitly undertaken in response to the success of the marriage equality effort, these clarifications or revisions of state marriage laws were undertaken either through the passage of amendments to the laws defining marriage or through state constitutional amendments. California’s Proposition 8, which put a referendum to voters to reverse a victory for marriage equality won before the California Supreme Court, is perhaps the most prominent example of this sort of measure. But this kind of legal backlash against marriage rights for same-
sex couples took place in thirty-one states. Twelve such measures barring marriage rights for same-sex couples were enacted in the November 2004 elections alone. A majority of these measures contain language to explicitly deny recognition not only to marriages between same-sex couples but also to civil unions, domestic partners, or any other legal status. Their aim was twofold: to clarify the essential heterosexual nature of the institution of marriage, and to make sure that marriage didn’t have to compete with any other legal status that was “marriage-like” or “marriage lite.”

Advocates who supported these measures used them as an opportunity to express a wide range of hostility toward gay people generally, toward their fitness as parents, and toward the notion of legal marriage for same-sex couples. In the spring of 2013 the president of the Southern Baptist Convention along with a televangelist colleague speculated that threats to the U.S. from North Korean leader Kim Jong-un might be attributable to the rise in marriage rights for same-sex couples in the United States: “Could our slide into immorality be what is unleashing this mad man over here in Asia to punish us?” A pastor in New York City went on TV and claimed that if same-sex couples were allowed to marry they would “take a nine-year-old boy to an Arabic nation” and marry him, then come back to the U.S. and force the state to recognize the marriage. In response to President Obama’s support of marriage rights for same-sex couples, Republican Mississippi state representative Andy Gipson posted a status update on Facebook citing a passage from Leviticus that calls for gay men to be “put to death,” and then followed up with a response to a constituent’s post:

[I]n addition to the basic principal that it is morally wrong, here are three social reasons it’s horrific social policy: 1) Unnatural behavior which results in disease, not the least of which is its high association with the development and spread of HIV/AIDS; 2) Confusing behavior which is harmful to children who have a deep need to understand the proper role of men and women in society and the important differences between men and women, and fathers and mothers; and 3) Undermines the longstand-
ing definition of marriage as between one man and one woman, a definition which has been key to all aspects of social order and prosperity. Anytime that definition is weakened our culture is also weakened. And yes, that is also true for other conduct which weakens marriage’s importance in society.5

Then, in early 2015, a Huntington Beach lawyer filed paperwork with the California attorney general’s office to have an initiative, the “Sodomite Suppression Act,” placed on the ballot that would recriminalize sodomy: “any person who willingly touches another person of the same gender for purposes of sexual gratification be put to death by bullets to the head or by any other convenient method.”6

Latent and explicit hatred toward same-sex couples that have exercised a new legal right to marry has surfaced in another context created by the disarray that resulted from allowing each state to decide whether to allow same-sex couples to marry, before a single, national rule on the issue was set down. In states that limited marriage to one man and one woman a question arose as to whether the courts in those states would recognize the marriages of same-sex couples entered into in states that allowed them to marry. If, for instance, a lesbian couple living in South Carolina, a state that limited marriage to one man and one woman,7 traveled to New York to marry legally and then returned to South Carolina to continue with their lives, what should the South Carolina courts do when the couple later files for divorce? Recognize the marriage as valid under another state’s law and proceed with the divorce (as they would for any other couple validly married in another state), or refuse to recognize the validity of the marriage and dismiss the divorce action as a legal impossibility (you can’t get divorced if you were never legally married)? Tobias Wolff has argued that when courts refused to recognize the validity of same-sex couples’ marriages entered into lawfully in states that allowed such marriages, the courts were essentially sending a message to those couples: you are unwelcome here. The hostility against same-sex couples in courts in some regions, he claims, is greater than it
The story of how Tom Wojtowick and Paul Huff were kicked out of their Catholic church chillingly illustrates the kind of backlash some
couples are experiencing when they get married. After living together as a couple for over thirty years, Wojtowick and Huff, aged sixty-six and seventy-three respectively, decided to get married and traveled from their small town in Montana to Seattle, Washington, for their nuptials. When they returned home they expected to take up their lives as they had been before—living together, known in the community as gay, and active in their church, the Kiwanis Club, and other civic organizations. They had set an example to their community of how gay people are not all that different from everyone else. Yet a little over a year after their marriage, a new priest assumed the pulpit at their church and summoned them for a conference. He told them that they could no longer sing in the church choir or participate in any other church rituals or functions, including communion. He demanded that they get divorced, stop living together, and sign a statement affirming that marriage was a sacrament of one man and one woman.

This incident divided the parishioners at their church, roughly half opposing the priest’s excommunication of the gay couple and half supporting it. Meanwhile the Episcopalians in town offered to take them in. What’s remarkable about this incident is the fact that that church and half of its membership had no problem with Wojtowick and Huff, an openly gay couple, being part of the parish. It was their marriage that set them off. As Frank Bruni put it on the opinion page of the New York Times, “‘I do’ means you’re done.”

To be sure, the law can’t fix all of the backlash against same-sex couples who marry and “enjoy private intimacy and . . . share a household in which they can hold themselves out to their community as participants in a committed relationship.” Nevertheless, this condemnation of hostility toward gay people asserted in legal precedents has been met with a NIMBY-like response in more conservative parts of the country: you can have your marriage rights in San Francisco, New York, and other sinful cities, but not in our backyard and not in my church! In this sense, some communities approach the claims to marital legitimacy that same-sex couples present as a kind of public nuisance. And some churches,
while able to love the sinner, find the sin intolerable when same-sex couples marry.

This intolerance toward the very idea of same-sex couples marrying solidified quite quickly into a state-by-state strategy in the 2014–15 legislative session to enact new laws that would allow individuals and businesses to ignore same-sex couples’ marriages, or to outright discriminate against them, all in the name of religious liberty. These Religious Freedom Restoration Acts (RFRAs) granted public officials the right to refuse to issue a marriage license if doing so would conflict with their religious beliefs, and permitted individuals and businesses an exemption from compliance with an otherwise generally applicable law if compliance with that law would offend their religious beliefs. The timing of these proposals—in the legislative session just before the Supreme Court was to hear oral argument in the marriage equality cases—was no accident, as they were seen as a way of getting a jump on the Court, prophylactically “restoring” rights that were about to be threatened and setting in place a means by which opponents of marriage equality could house that opposition in a “restored” right to religious liberty.

This clear backlash against the growing inevitability of the Supreme Court recognizing a constitutional right to marriage for same-sex couples mirrored in uncanny ways the use of religious liberty as a tool to perpetuate forms of racial injustice at important junctures in U.S. history. In 1869 the Georgia Supreme Court turned to religious teaching when it upheld the criminal conviction of Charlotte Scott, a black woman, who had married a white man, Leopold Daniels, and thereby violated Georgia’s 1788 law criminalizing interracial marriage, known legally as an anti-miscegenation law. The chief judge of the Georgia Supreme Court, Joseph E. Brown, wrote:

This, in my opinion, is one of the wisest provisions in the Constitution. . . . Before the laws, the Code of Georgia makes all citizens equal, without regard to race or color. But it does not create, nor does any law of the State attempt to enforce, moral or social equality between the dif-
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Different races or citizens of the State. Such equality does not in fact exist, and never can. The God of nature made it otherwise, and no human law can produce it, and no human tribunal can enforce it. There are gradations and classes throughout the universe. From the tallest arch angel in Heaven, down to the meanest reptile on earth, moral and social inequalities exist, and must continue to exist through all eternity.11

The Indiana and Alabama supreme courts similarly used god’s plan as the justification for upholding their states’ anti-miscegenation laws in 1871 and 1877 respectively.12 In the 1960s, the trial court in Loving v. Virginia relied on similar reasoning when it upheld the conviction of Mildred and Richard Loving, an interracial couple who had married in violation of Virginia’s criminal prohibition against miscegenation: “Almighty God created the races white, black, yellow, malay and red, and he placed them on separate continents. And but for the interference with his arrangement there would be no cause for such marriages. The fact that he separated the races shows that he did not intend for the races to mix.”13

Assertions of religious liberty were used as a defense against compliance with newly enacted laws prohibiting racial discrimination in the mid-nineteenth century as well. In 1956 Senator Strom Thurmond drafted the “Southern Manifesto” defending the morality of racial segregation immediately after the Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of Education. A central ploy was to set up private religious schools that were racially segregated. This worked for a while, until the Treasury Department withdrew the schools’ non-profit status on account of their failure to comply with federal non-discrimination laws. In 1983 the Supreme Court upheld the Treasury regulations in Bob Jones University v. United States, wherein religious schools argued that the Bible instructed that “[c]ultural or biological mixing of the races [was] regarded as a violation of God’s command.” Thus, the Treasury rule could not constitutionally apply to schools engaging in racial segregation, the schools argued, because it conflicted with their sincerely held religious beliefs.
The Court rejected the schools’ claims, holding that the government’s interest in eradicating racial discrimination in education outweighed any burdens on their religious beliefs.14

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 met ample resistance in the name of religion as well. The owner of a barbecue chain who was sued for refusing to serve blacks defended himself by claiming that serving blacks violated his religious beliefs. A court rejected the restaurant owner’s defense, holding that the owner has a constitutional right to espouse the religious beliefs of his own choosing, however, he does not have the absolute right to exercise and practice such beliefs in utter disregard of the clear constitutional rights of other citizens. This court refuses to lend credence or support to his position that he has a constitutional right to refuse to serve members of the Negro race in his business establishments upon the ground that to do so would violate his sacred religious beliefs.15

These decisions reflect an evolving national consensus that religion can’t be used as a justification for discrimination on the basis of race. The recent wave of state RFRAs enacted in response to the surge of rights prohibiting discrimination against LGBT people and same-sex couples seeks to exploit the absence of a similar consensus around the primacy of laws prohibiting sexual orientation–based discrimination.

* * *

Ironically, in a number of cases, married gay men and lesbians have taken advantage of enduring homophobic sentiment by seeking to exploit disdain for gay people when their marriages end. Just as people with spouses of a different sex have sought to have their divorces adjudicated in a state that would give them the most leverage in dividing up joint assets or would favor them as a parent, some gay people engaged in similar “forum shopping,” seeking to have their marriages dissolved in states that were hostile to the very idea of same-sex couples marrying. A court
order annulling a marriage on the grounds of its illegality might be a highly favorable disposition for the more affluent person in the couple—it’s like the marriage never happened and they can just walk away, owing their spouse/partner nothing. Or—as in the case of Lisa Miller and Janet Jenkins—where a married couple is raising a child, the biological parent could seek to have custody and visitation issues adjudicated in a jurisdiction that is hostile to the idea of lesbian or gay coparenting.

All of these examples testify to the shared experience of a newly won right to marry for recently emancipated black people in the nineteenth century and same-sex couples today: the enduring potency of bigotry, a bigotry that justified a long-standing exclusion from civil marriage, survives the repeal of that exclusion and fuels a backlash against these new rights holders. In this sense, one of the lessons to be drawn for today’s marriage equality movement from African Americans’ early celebration of the ability to legally marry is that homophobia, like racism, will have an afterlife. Same-sex couples would be well counseled to prepare for the ways in which a marriage license inaugurates new forms of state discipline and regulation that can be easily deployed in the service of a durable and crushing homophobic itinerary. Just as the institution of marriage has been sufficiently supple to host both emancipatory and racist ends for African Americans, same-sex couples are likely to find marriage to be a worthy standard bearer for both new forms of citizenship and familiar forms of disgrace and exclusion.

* * *

Surely some dots are amenable to connecting when we compare the afterlives of racism and homophobia and how these resilient social blights have been sustained by and through the institution of marriage. Yet the discontinuities between the experiences of African Americans and same-sex couples in marriage are striking and are worthy of careful consideration as well.

The examples I gave earlier in this chapter of a backlash against married same-sex couples might be best understood as the exceptions that
prove the rule. They are significantly less representative of the consequences of the rollout of marriage equality today than I had expected. Quite contrary to my predictions of a systemic homophobic recoil in response to the successes of the struggle for marriage equality (predictions that have earned me a reputation in the gay community as a kind of “turd in the punchbowl,” to borrow a less than flattering moniker I learned from my mother), the trend has been in favor of embracing the right to marry for same-sex couples, even in sectors where it seemed unlikely just a few years ago. Same-sex marriage rights have found support from prominent conservative political actors and celebrities such as David Blankenhorn, the star witness against marriage equality in the trial challenging Proposition 8; former Bush-era solicitor general Ted Olson; Ken Mehlman, former head of the Republican National Committee; Meg Whitman, who supported Proposition 8 when she ran for California governor; representatives Ileana Ros-Lehtinen of Florida and Richard Hanna of New York; Stephen J. Hadley, a Bush national security adviser; Carlos Gutierrez, a commerce secretary to Mr. Bush; James B. Comey, a top Bush Justice Department official; David A. Stockman, President Ronald Reagan's first budget director; and actor Clint Eastwood. Their change of heart on this issue says something about their hearts, I suppose, but also about how the appeal for support has been framed. Many of these conservative leaders have seen a convergence of their deep traditionalist commitments with the arguments in favor of marriage equality. As they observed in a brief submitted to the Supreme Court in the Prop 8 case: “Many of the signatories to this brief previously did not support civil marriage for same-sex couples . . . [but] amici have concluded that marriage is strengthened, not undermined, and its benefits and importance to society as well as the support and stability it gives to children and families promoted, not undercut, by providing access to civil marriage for same-sex couples.” Like President Obama, their views on marriage rights for same-sex couples have evolved.

Why, then, have gay men and lesbians been able to find a kind of redemption in marriage that has eluded African Americans? Why have
marriage rights been such a successful tool for gay people to achieve greater standing as full and equal citizens while marriage has remained a potent tool to shame, punish, and discipline African Americans? Why, in other words, have gay people been so successful at using marriage to redeem their good name, while marriage continues to be a site of failure and dysfunction for many African Americans?

I pose the questions in this manner not to ratify the premises that underlie them (for instance that marriage is redemptive for gay people and dysfunctional for African Americans) but to acknowledge the kind of social reputation that these two groups enjoy or suffer in relation to marriage. So too, I pose the questions this way not to ignore that these two social groups overlap with one another (there are plenty of African Americans who are lesbians or gay men) but rather to acknowledge the social reputation that the gay rights movement and its subsidiary, the marriage equality movement, enjoy as white, and the African American community enjoys as heterosexual. By design or not, the gay community has been able to leverage its social capital in whiteness to their advantage in the marriage equality movement, yet African Americans have received little benefit in any endowment they might enjoy from the stereotype that all or most black people are heterosexual.

The juxtaposition this book aims to take on, and particularly the discontinuities it illuminates, tells us something very important about the relative mark of inferiority soldered to blackness as compared with that of homosexuality.

Advocates advancing the cause of marriage equality for same-sex couples have drawn from this powerful metaphor, arguing that the injury they suffer inflicts a similar badge of inferiority on same-sex couples who cannot marry or who are discriminated against for having done so. Invoking a clear analogy to the history of racial inequality in the United States, Ted Olson and David Boies argued in their brief to the Supreme Court in the Prop 8 case:
Although opening to [same-sex couples] participation in the unique and immensely valuable institution of marriage will not diminish the value or status of marriage for heterosexuals, withholding it causes infinite and permanent stigma, pain, and isolation. It denies gay men and lesbians their identity and their dignity; it labels their families as second-rate. That outcome cannot be squared with the principle of equality and the unalienable right to liberty and the pursuit of happiness that is the bedrock promise of America from the Declaration of Independence to the Fourteenth Amendment, and the dream of all Americans. This badge of inferiority, separateness, and inequality must be extinguished. When it is, America will be closer to fulfilling the aspirations of all its citizens.

Similarly, a group of law professors urged the Illinois legislature to reject a religious exemption in the Illinois marriage equality bill and condemned such a license to discriminate in the name of religion on the ground that it “stamps a badge of inferiority on married same-sex couples that permits their exclusion wherever they go.”

The invocation of the notion of a “badge of inferiority” as a way to denounce state policies that offend overarching principles of equality or liberty, whether on the grounds of racism or homophobia, suggests careful thought about the work that must be done to either resist that stamp or remove its mark once imprinted. What notions of the self in relation to larger societal stereotyping, violence, exclusion, and abjection are deployed in efforts to cleanse bodies marked with the moral stain of inferiority? Is there anything peculiar about a strategy that turns to law to remove a mark that is the remainder of law itself?

The badge of inferiority born by people of color is, to be sure, central to the logic that makes blackness intelligible and black bodies legible in a larger racist society. Testifying to the spectacular and violent way in which the signature of race becomes written on the body, Langston Hughes wrote in 1949, “They’ve hung a black man . . . For the world
to see.” The shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, in the summer of 2014 is only one recent iteration of these acts of signing and signification. Frantz Fanon similarly suggested the spectacular way in which race is written on the body: “‘Maman, look, a Negro; I’m scared!’” This signature is not one written by black people, but its mark is truly “theirs” in the sense of belonging to them, as being a property of their blackness. Yet Fanon, among so many others, provides the analysis necessary to understand how race is more a moral category than one biological in nature, more an indictment than a fact: “I am overdetermined from the outside,” Fanon observed.

When advocates for marriage equality today conjure a “badge of inferiority” in their arguments to courts, are they mobilizing a notion of injustice that works in ways similar to the writing of race on black bodies? Judge Vaughn Walker, ruling in the case challenging Proposition 8’s ban on same-sex marriage, credited expert testimony (from an economist, oddly enough) that the marriage ban “conveys a message of inferiority” and an Iowa trial court found that:

Plaintiffs suffer great dignitary harm because the State’s denial to Plaintiffs of access to an institution, so woven into the fabric of daily life and so determinative of legal rights and status, amounts to a badge of inferiority imposed on them and Minor plaintiffs. Plaintiffs are continually reminded of their own and their family’s second-class status in daily interactions in their neighborhoods, workplaces, schools, and other arenas in which their relationships and families are poorly or unequally treated, or are not recognized at all.

Presumably, winning these cases, particularly after naming the injury of suffering as a “badge of inferiority,” results in the removal of that badge and the signature of disgust and perversion suffered by homosexuals in its name. Motivating these victories is the notion that gay couples don’t deserve such a degrading signature, or worse, that they have been wrongly mistaken for those who do.
This is what distinguishes the work done by the marriage equality cases for gay people that has not, and cannot, be accomplished for people bearing the signature of racial inferiority. In the marriage cases, lesbians and gay men have accomplished a kind of rebranding of what it means to be homosexual. They have been awarded a kind of “dignity of self-definition” that law and culture have never recognized in African Americans. In this sense, the dignity at stake in the marriage cases is not that conferred by the blessings of marriage but rather in a kind of self-possession that has allowed them to tell a counter narrative of “who gay people are.” If the marriage equality cases have been about anything, they’ve been about the demand that gay people have been misrecognized by law and society, and that the time has come to tell a more respectable, decent story that, if believed, justifies a city official’s signature on a marriage license. Marriage, it turns out, has been not only an end in itself for the gay community, but the container for a rebranding project as well.

The success of this political project is truly stunning, particularly when viewed in contrast to the challenges faced over time by the cause for racial equality. For two social movements organized around particular identity-based claims to justice and quality, both seeking to escape the subordinating consequences of a conception of difference anchored in a biological difference from the norm, gay people have enjoyed astonishing success revealing the irrelevance of biology and the injustice done in its name.

Hughes’ invocation of lynching when he wrote, “They’ve hung a black man . . . For the world to see,” might be contrasted with “They’ve held a wedding . . . For the world to see.” The difference between these two events and the subjects they spectacularly produce is to be found in the power, or dignity, of redefinition to be found in the gay wedding. It both reflects and then reproduces a new form of respectability so yearned for in many sectors of the gay community. It enunciates a new norm and a new normal. In an earlier era a same-sex commitment ceremony or “marriage” elicited disgust, incredulity, or even violence. It operated as a kind of pastiche that mimicked the original but where the joke, if there was
one, was on the couple doing the imitation insofar as the gap between the imitation and the original bore witness to the blasphemous nature of this inferior version of the sacred. Now, the marriages of same-sex couples are neither pastiche nor parody of the original, as they are the real deal.

In this sense, gay people have been able to reshape the response elicited by these spectacular performances, from disgust to empathy or even identification—something African Americans have never been allowed. Instead, for the most part marriage for African Americans has been a vehicle for reinforcing their inferiority and for eliciting familiar responses that assign a badge of inferiority. Made explicit in the Freedmen’s Bureau records, in the rulings of postbellum Southern judges, and in the Moynihan Report, marriage has been and largely remains a kind of test that the African American community is seen as failing.

What the marriage equality movement has shown, and the historical comparisons I draw in this book aim to illustrate on a granular level, is how lesbian and gay people have been better able to use a form of legal pleading to redefine what it means to be gay than have African Americans to redefine what it means to be black. Blackness, we learn, is both a durable badge and a badge of inferiority. What it marks is the residue of racism that no legal victory has been able to dissolve. At best, legal victories for African Americans award restitutions for injury, reinscribing an inferior status at the same time as they compensate for it. By comparison, the gay marriage cases have pulled off something altogether different, by converting marriage into a badge of superiority. Of course, this badge is awarded or “enjoyed” only by those members of the gay community who are willing or able to present their relationships within a logic of respectability. The work that badge does in redeeming the social reputation of “good gays” depends on a contrast with “bad gays” who don’t want to marry or discipline their sexual selves into a tidy couple form.

How has this been possible? How has the gay community been so successful in deploying marriage to remake its public reputation so convincingly?
First of all, the team for marriage equality has been enormously successful in shaping their struggle as essentially conservative in nature. They don't seek to destroy marriage or to radicalize it, they have insisted, but rather aim to fold same-sex couples into the institution on its own terms. The claim for marriage rights for same-sex couples offers a striking lesson in how a social justice movement has effectively and relatively swiftly transformed the perception of its agenda from radical and beyond the pale to essentially traditional in nature.

When the conservatives sign up for marriage equality, they do so because it dawns on them that their interests in traditional family values, in the nuclear family, in privatizing dependency, and in bourgeois respectability are stronger than their homophobia. As marriage equality advocates make the plausible case that they share with conservatives the same basic values about marriage, conservatives come around to see same-sex couples who wanted to marry as “just like us,” or enough like us, to recognize a shared identity. “My brother is gay and I know what he goes through and went through when he was younger. I don’t see the problem with gay marriage. They are just like us but they like the opposite sex. That’s no problem,” writes a straight ally of the gay community in an online debate on marriage rights for same-sex couples. Country-western singer Dolly Parton took the comparison one step further when she quipped, “I think gay couples should be allowed to marry. They should suffer just like us heterosexuals.”

But if the “just like us” argument is what made a significant difference in turning the marriage equality argument into such a raging success, then why hasn’t a similar argument worked for African Americans? They are just as able to deploy a narrative of traditional, family values as the gay community—perhaps even more so. In fact, the peculiar American commitment to a notion of racial equality grounded in the idea of “color-blindness” is, in significant respects, another version of the “just like us” claim made by gays and lesbians. It posits that skin color should be irrelevant in determining a person’s worth and that we all share a
basic humanity and dignity that should not be inflected or diminished by considerations of race or color.

Yet the argument from color-blindness has never been effective in diminishing indelible notions of difference and inferiority for African Americans. It certainly hasn’t worked to remove a badge of inferiority for people of color the way the appeal to a shared traditional notion of marriage and “just like us” arguments have functioned in the marriage equality cases.

The stories in this book, holding up side by side two experiences of newly won rights to marry, help us see how racial difference is a difference more indelible than that of sexual orientation. African Americans’ relationship to marriage, particularly compared with that of same-sex couples, shows us how fixed the signature of racial inferiority is for black people in American culture. No appeal to decency, tradition, or respectability can overcome the logic of difference that structures racial identity in this country. The history of marriage helps us see how that difference is sutured to black bodies in ways that made being freed something less than being free, and marriage a tool of discipline and failure rather than security and full citizenship for African Americans.

Even more, it’s worth noting that the successes of the marriage equality movement may have been won precisely because of the negative reputation African Americans suffer when it comes to marriage. The racial endowment as white from which the marriage equality movement has benefited (even if not grounded in reality, since many of the members of the LGBT community who sought marriage rights were people of color) surely helped conservative courts, legislators, and others come to see an affinity of interest with this cause.

When the lawyers and clients in the gay marriage cases stand on the steps of the Supreme Court after arguing their case for marriage equality, all, or nearly all, of them are white. When the New York Times published a piece in the fall of 2014 by Adam Liptak, the paper’s chief Supreme Court reporter, speculating about which of the several competing same-sex marriage cases were likely to be taken up by the Court, the
Times ran a photo to capture this horserace in the gay community. It featured three photographs, one of Ted Olson and the two male plaintiffs in “his” case, Paul Katami and Jeff Zarrillo; one of Jeffrey L. Fisher, the lawyer in the Oklahoma marriage case; and one of Roberta Kaplan, the lawyer in the Utah case who also argued the case for Edie Windsor in the Supreme Court in 2013. All of these people are white. The heads of the biggest gay rights organizations—Lambda Legal, the Human Rights Campaign, the ACLU Lesbian Gay Bisexual & Transgender Project, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the National Center for Lesbian Rights—are all white, as are the attorneys most visibly identified with this issue. Organizations in the LGBT community that have elevated people of color into leadership roles tend to be more grassroots oriented, and have not prioritized marriage equality to the same degree, or at all, as compared with the “Big Gay” shops.

For this reason, it’s not surprising that “gay marriage” is publically perceived to be a white issue. As Kenyon Farrow writes, “in order to be mainstream in America, one has to be seen as white.” “Being seen as white” is a task the marriage equality movement could pull off, while African Americans, by definition, just can’t.

Rightly or wrongly, homosexuality in general and the marriage equality movement specifically enjoy a kind of racial privilege that has underwritten the plausibility of this positive transformation in the meaning of gay identity. Here, as elsewhere, the project of identifying with another group, of seeing a shared sameness, is accomplished not only on the level of acknowledging a shared identity, but of recognizing a shared sense of what you are not. As such, identities are constituted through, not outside, difference. When judges, policy makers, or the media are persuaded that same-sex couples are sufficiently similar to different-sex couples when it comes to marriage, that recognition of shared identity is premised upon the specter of a constitutive outsider that gay couples are not like. And what they are not like is African Americans (even though, of course, many lesbians and gay men are African American).
This is what we see at work when the marriage equality movement enjoyed unimagined success at the same time that the Family Leader’s “Marriage Vow” gained support for the idea that black people were better able to maintain stable, two-parent households when they were enslaved than they are today. A conservative agenda that has demonized unmarried African American mothers as “welfare queens” and disparaged African American fathers as deadbeats is not undermined, and indeed might be furthered, by supporting marriage rights for same-sex couples. At the same time, the claims of same-sex couples to marriage rights is enhanced to the degree that they can differentiate themselves from dysfunctional, “broken” families. Of course, none of the advocates for marriage equality have argued this dissimilarity by explicitly referring to African American families. But they don’t need to, as that work is being done more than competently by groups such as the Family Leader and their ilk. But, in many ways, that work is already part of the historical framing and ongoing moral imagination of marriage in the United States. A conception of marriage as the pinnacle of mature personhood and mutual responsibility is so saturated with racial and gender stereotypes that some things do not even have to be said to convey the feeling of truth and obviousness.

One of the challenges for the supporters of the marriage equality movement is to appreciate the costs to others of same-sex couples gaining rights in this context. This entails careful consideration of the negative externalities of certain arguments being made in the gay marriage cases, and attention to minimizing those externalized costs. Appeals to dignity, respectability, and the virtues of marriage ought to figure prominently in the inventory of arguments that are likely to offload stigma from gay couples to their constitutive outside, African American families most prominently.


45 Baskin v. Bogan, at 663.
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1 While Prop 8 was found by a federal judge in 2010 to violate the constitutional rights of gay people (Perry v. Schwarzenegger, 704 F.Supp.2d 921 (N.D.Cal. 2010)), its passage via popular vote in 2008 illustrates a troubling fact surrounding many of the victories for marriage equality: in many cases the courts (both state and federal) were out ahead of the majority of the people on the question of same-sex couples’ entitlement to marriage rights. As such, the case for same-sex marriage illustrates well the “counter-majoritarian difficulty” inherent in a social movement that relies heavily on courts to bring about change that the majority of the people have not yet embraced. Alexander Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch: The Supreme Court and the Bar of Politics (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1986), pp. 16–22.


12 State v. Gibson, 36 Ind. 389, 405 (Ind. 1871) (declaring right “to follow the law of races established by the Creator himself” to uphold constitutionality of conviction of a black man who married a white woman); Green v. State, 58 Ala. 190, 195 (Ala. 1877) (upholding conviction for interracial marriage, reasoning god “has made the two races distinct”).
Notes

24 Ibid., p. 95.
27 Devon Carbado similarly argues that “the gay rights advocates’ representative gay man, the person they presented as the icon of gay victimization, was white.” The strategy was to present a “but for” gay man—“a man, who, but for his sexual orientation, was just like everybody else, that is, just like every other white heterosexual person.” “Black Rights, Gay Rights, Civil Rights,” UCLA Law Review 47 (2000), pp. 1467, 1472.
31 A notable exception is the Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders, whose executive director is a man of color, Janson Wu.
33 “Slavery had a disastrous effect upon African-American families, yet sadly a child born into slavery in 1860 was more likely to be raised by his mother and father in a two-parent household than was an African-American baby born after the election of the USA’s first African-American president” (“Marriage Vow”).
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